We develop generalized coherent states for a class of nonlinear oscillators with position-dependent effective mass in the context of the Gazeau-Klauder formalism and discuss some of their properties. In order to investigate the temporal evolution we first explore the statistical properties by means of weighting distribution and the Mandel parameter. It is found that the temporal evolution of the coherent states may exhibit the phenomena of quantum revivals and fractional revivals for a particular choice of position-dependent mass oscillator.
I. INTRODUCTION
The history of coherent states goes back to early days of quantum mechanics when Erwin Schrödinger was developing the wave mechanics. In 1926, he attempted to build quantum mechanical states manifesting dynamical behaviour close to classical dynamics. He succeeded to build such quantum mechanical states for the harmonic oscillator which minimize the uncertainty relation [1] . These quantum mechanical states remained dormant for more than three decades till Roy Glauber reformulated them in terms of the ladder operators of the harmonic oscillator. In a series of his seminal papers [2] he expressed the coherent electromagnetic field by means of these states, so named as coherent states. His ground breaking work laid the foundation of new field of quantum optics.
Due to a lot of applications in various areas of mathematics and physics [3, 4] , the notion of coherent states has been generalized for the systems other than the harmonic oscillator [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Most of these generalized coherent states were based on the algebraic structure of the pertaining system. Later on, an algebraic-independent generalization procedure was introduced by Gazeau and Klauder [15, 16] and coherent states have been constructed for a large variety of Hamiltonian systems [17] [18] [19] . To construct the Gazeau-Klauder (GK) coherent states for a Hamiltonian system one only need to known its energy spectrum.
The GK coherent states attracted a lot of attention due to their special features, such as, these states may exhibit the phenomena of quantum revivals and fractional revivals [17] [18] [19] . These phenomena are very important in many areas of physics such as quantum optics [20, 21] , coherence theory [22] , atomic physics [23] , quantum chaos [24] [25] [26] . The phenomena have been studied with great details during last two decades [26] [27] [28] [29] .
In this article we present GK coherent states in the context of position-dependent effective mass (PDEM) systems and study the phenomena of quantum revivals and fractional revivals during their time evolution. PDEM systems have attracted a lot attention due to their wide range of applications [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and their various theoretical aspects have been studied [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] since last few decades. However, the notion of coherent states for such systems has only been discussed most recently [37] [38] [39] [40] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] .
The organization of paper is as follows. In section 2, a self-contained review, on quantizing the PDEM systems and finding their solutions, is presented. A general construction of the GK coherent states for PDEM systems is presented in section 3. In order to illustrate our general results, GK coherent states for a class of non-linear oscillators with PDEM and their revival dynamics have been discussed in section 4. Finally we conclude our work in section 5.
II. QUANTIZATION OF PDEM SYSTEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS
In this section, we present a self-contained review on the procedure of quantizing the PDEM systems and obtaining their energy spectrum using algebraic method introduced recently in Ref. [45] . This algebraic technique is based on the idea of supersymmetry quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) [45, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and an integrability condition commonly known as shape invariance (SI) [45, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] .
The classical Hamiltonian for a position-dependent effective mass system is given as
While quantizing the Hamiltonian (1), an ordering ambiguity arises due to the incompatible nature of the operators concerning momentum and spatially varying mass in the kinetic energy term. There are several choices [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] to quantize the kinetic energy term of the PDEM Hamiltonian. By using symmetric ordering of m(x) andp, initially introduced by Lévy-Leblond [42] , the equivalent kinetic energy operator turns out to bê
As a result the quantum Hamiltonian takes the form
where we have usedp = −id/dx and prime denotes the differentiation with respect to "x". Once the quantum Hamiltonian is in hand, one can proceed for the solutions of the PDEM system. Traditionally the exact solutions of a quantum system are obtained by solving the corresponding Schrödinger equation. However, there exist various other methods as well that can be more advantageous over this traditional approach. Most commonly used methods include algebraic method based on the concepts of supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) and shape invariance [39, 40, 44, 45, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] , point canonical transformations [68] [69] [70] , potential algebras [44, 71, 72] and path integration which relates the constant mass Green's function to that of position-dependent mass [73, 74] . For the present work, we will follow the algebraic technique [39, 40, 44, 45, 58, 63, 64 ] to obtain the energy spectrum of the quantum system with PDEM. In order to obtain the solutions by using the algebraic formalism we need to factorize the quantum Hamiltonian introduced in Eq. (2) . For this we introduce a pair of first order differential operatorŝ
such thatĤ
where E 0 is the ground-state energy of theĤ and
Here V − (x, α 1 ) represents the corresponding potential for the HamiltonianĤ − (x, α 1 ). Likewise, the product ofÂ and A † in reverse order provides us with another Hamiltonian of the form
In the literature of SUSY QM [44, 45, 58, 59 ] the HamiltoniansĤ ± (x, α 1 ) are known as partner Hamiltonians and the corresponding potentials V ± (x, α 1 ) are termed as partner potentials. Moreover, the function W (x, α 1 ) 1 , introduced in Eq. (3), is commonly known as super-potential and it is related to the partner potentials V ± (x, α 1 ), introduced in Eqs. (5) and (6), as
It is important to note that the super-potential W (x, α 1 ) and the partner potentials V ± (x, α 1 ) depend on a set of potential parameters α 1 , which represent the space independent properties of the potential such as range, strength and diffuseness [64] . Furthermore, W (x, α 1 ) is related to the ground-state wave function, ψ 0 (x, α 1 ) of the given system, by means of the following relation [45] 
Note that the construction of operators (3), is based on the fact that they satisfy the condition [45, 64] A|ψ 0 = 0.
Together with the definition ofĤ − =Â †Â , Eq. (10) provides us with the following condition
which implies that |ψ 0 = |ψ
acts as the ground state ofĤ − with ground state energy E (−) 0 = 0. It is important to note, the partner HamiltoniansĤ ± are isospectral, i.e., if the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions ofĤ − are known, one can immediately solve for the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of HamiltonianĤ + [45] . In principle, SUSY QM provides a key ingredient to explore the exactly solvable systems, however, the relationships obtained by using the isospectral nature ofĤ ± , do not guarantee the solvability of either of the partner potentials V ± (x). In order to circumvent this problem, an integrability condition commonly known as shape invariance (SI) [44, 45, 63] , is required which enable us to determine all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of both partners without solving their Schrödinger equations. The partner potentials V ± defined in Eq. (7) are said to be shape invariant if they share same shape but they differ only up to a change of parameters α and additive constants [44, 45, 58, 59, 63] . Mathematically, the SI condition reads as [45, 64] 
which in term of the partner Hamiltonians can be rewritten aŝ
where α 2 = f (α 1 ) and R(α 1 ) represents the remainder term independent of any dynamical variables.
Since the partner potentials ofĤ ± , differ only by a constant, they share common eigenfunctions, and their eigenvalues are related by the same additive constants [45, 59] , i.e.,
which further implies that
. In order to obtain the excited states and corresponding eigenenergies ofĤ − , we make use of the intertwining relation
, which together with integrability condition (13), provides us witĥ
is an excited state ofĤ − , with eigenenergy E
This means that |ψ 0 (α 2 ) is an eigenstate ofĤ + with energy E
, showing the isospectral nature of the partner HamiltoniansĤ ± . Thus, by repeating the above process we finally arrive at
By using the relation (15), the energy spectrum of the HamiltonianĤ, come out to be [45] 
where
are the eigenenergies of theĤ − and E 0 is the ground state energy ofĤ. The corresponding eigenstates of the HamiltonianĤ are given as [45] 
Thus, we conclude that SUSY QM along with the property of shape invariance provides us with an excellent tool to determine the entire spectrum of solvable quantum systems through a step-by-step algebraic procedure, without going into the details of solving the corresponding Schrödinger equation [45, 58, 59] .
III. GK COHERENT STATES FOR PDEM SYSTEMS
As mentioned in the introductory section, GK coherent states [15, 16] can be constructed by knowing the eigenstates and eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian system and an explicit knowledge of the underlying algebra is not needed. Therefore, the energy eigenvalues (16) and the corresponding eigenstates (17) , obtained in section 2, lead us to construct the GK coherent states for the PDEM systems which are defined as
Here |ψ n are the eigenstates and e n are the dimensionless eigenenergies such that e n+1 > e n with e 0 = 0, which can be obtained by using Eq. (16) as
where ω(α 1 ) is a constant with the dimension of energy and E 0 is the ground state energy. Moreover, ρ n represents the product of these dimensionless energies e n , i.e.,
and N (J) is the normalization constant given as
which can be chosen so that J, γ|J, γ = 1. Here the domain of the allowed values of J, 0 < J < R is determined by the radius of convergence R = lim n→∞ (ρ n ) 1 n in the series defining N 2 (J). Depending on the behaviour of ρ n for large n, the radius of convergence may be finite (any non-zero values) or infinite.
As proposed in the original formalism [15, 16] , GK coherent states satisfy a set of properties, namely, continuity of the parameters, resolution of unity, action identity and temporal stability. In our later discussion, we will briefly discuss these properties for GK coherent states of various PDEM systems. However, in order to analyze the temporal characteristics, we first discuss the time evolution of our constructed coherent states (18) , which is given as
where U (t) = exp (−iĤt) is time evolution operator, defined in terms of PDEM quantum Hamiltonian (2) . In general coherent states may exhibit quantum recurrences at various time scales during their time evolution. For a coherent state which is sufficiently well localized around a mean excitation number n = n ≡ n 0 with energy E n0 these recurrence time scales are defined [17, 27] as
such that T 1 < T 2 < T 3 , where, T (1) = T c , T (2) = T rev and T (3) = T sup are the classical period, the quantum revival time and the super-revival time, respectively. It is obvious from Eq. (23) that the occurrence of a particular recurrence time scale, during temporal evolution of a coherent state, depends on the structure of the energy spectrum of the underlying physical system. For a system with energy spectrum which is liner in quantum number, there exists only classical periodicity and the coherent states are considered as temporally stable. Otherwise, for the systems with nonlinear energy spectrum in quantum number, the coherent states undergo a series of constructive and destructive interference due to the dephasing of the constituent eigenstates of the coherent states. As a result, their temporal evolution exhibits the phenomena of quantum revivals and fractional revivals T f r = p/q(T rev ), with p, q being coprime integers [27] .
A convenient way to probe temporal characteristics of a quantum state is to calculate the autocorrelation [17, 27] defined as
zero, such that for a complete overlap it is one and for a complete dephasing it is zero. In the next section, we will discuss several example to explore the phenomena of quantum revivals and fractional revivals by means of autocorrelation.
Furthermore, it is important to note from Eq. (24) that the analysis of autocorrelation function depends on the weighting distribution |c n | 2 of the coherent states. Therefore, in the remaining part of this section, we present the weighting distribution as a function of coherent state parameters. In particular, for the GK coherent states, given in (18) , the probability distribution is given by
The first moment of the weighting distribution of coherent states is calculated as
where n 0 represents the mean of the given distribution and the second moment of the probability distribution is given as
which enable us to calculate the variance as
In general, the nature of a weighting distribution is characterized by the Mandel parameter [3, 75]
which indicates that the weighting distribution is Poissonian in nature if Q = 0, sub-Poissonian if Q < 0 and superPoissonian if Q > 0.
IV. NONLINEAR OSCILLATORS WITH PDEM
To illustrate the general formalism, presented in sections 2 and 3, we consider a class of nonlinear oscillators with position-dependent effective mass in the context of coherent states and their associated properties. These oscillators have been studied recently [44, 45] in the context of finding solutions, ladder operators and associated algebra. It is important to remark that all these oscillators are exactly solvable and posses discrete and non-degenerate energy spectrum.Therefore, the coherent states for these oscillators can be constructed using Gazeau-Klauder approach [15, 16] .
A. Qausi-harmonic nonlinear oscillators
This particular class of nonlinear oscillators can be modeled by a particle with position-dependent mass trapped in quadratic potential, defined as
such that, by choosing various profiles of m(x), we get a class of nonlinear oscillators [44, 45] . Here we consider the profile of spatially varying mass as m(x) = 2[1 − (λx) 2 ] −1 which results in the λ−dependent non-polynomial potential of the form
In this particular case, the general quantum Hamiltonian, given in (2), takes the form
It is important to note that the mass profile, in this case, encounters a singularity for both positive and negative values of λ and our study of dynamics is restricted to the interior of the interval x 2 ≤ 1/λ 2 . Thus, the quantum Hamiltonian given in Eq. (31), is explicitly Hermitian in the space L 2 [−1/λ, 1/λ]. Also, note that for λ = 0, the quantum Hamiltonian for the linear harmonic oscillator with constant unit mass is recovered.
Using Eqs. (16) and (17), the energy eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions are given as
and
respectively (see [40, 45] for detailed calculations), where ̺ = x √ 2α and µ = λ/ √ 2α, are the dimensionless variables, N n is the normalization constant and
are the µ-dependent modified Hermite polynomials. In order to construct the GK coherent states for this nonlinear oscillator, we consider the energy spectrum E n given in Eq. (32) corresponding to the HamiltonianĤ given in Eq. (31) . By using Eq. (19), the dimensionless form of these energy eigenvalues is given as
where υ = µ 2 , which enables us to determine the parameter ρ n , introduced in Eq. (20) , as
By making use Eq. (21), the normalization constant is calculated as
and the radius of convergence turns out to be
This shows that the coherent states for the non-linear oscillator with PDEM are defined on the whole complex plane. Thus, for the HamiltonianĤ introduced in Eq. (31), the GK coherent states take the form as
The overlap of two GK coherent states is given by
For J ′ = J and γ ′ = γ, the above relation provides us with the normalization condition J, γ|J, γ = 1. The GK coherent states constructed in Eq. (38) , satisfy the Klauder's minimal set of conditions [10] that are required for any coherent state. The continuity of labeling follows from the continuity of the overlap given in Eq. (39), since
approaches zero as (J ′ , γ ′ ) → (J, γ). In order to prove the resolution of unity, we need to show that
where dν(J, γ) = w(J)(dJ)(dγ)/2π. By using Eq. (38) in Eq. (41), and simplifying we finally arrive at
wherew(J) = w(J)/N (J) is the weight function which can be determined by using inverse Mellin transform. By using the Mellin transform of the Meijer's G-function [76] , we get the required weight function w(J), as
which satisfies the integral equation (41) . Before moving to the temporal characteristics, we first examine the statistical properties introduced in the previous section. For the GK coherent states given in (38) , the probability distribution introduced in Eq. (25), is given by
For the sake of our later analysis, we plot the weighting distribution (44) Fig. (1) , respectively. In each of these plots, the values of the parameter J are so chosen that the corresponding coherent state is peaked at mean excitation quantum number n 0 = 5, 10, 15, 20. We will use these sets of parameters for the analysis of coherent state quantum revivals and fractional revivals. Moreover, in order to see an explicit dependence of the mean excitation quantum number n 0 on the system parameters (J and υ) and to see the nature of the weighting distribution, we compute the corresponding mean and the variance, respectively, defined in Eqs. (26) and (28) . For the weighting distribution, given in Eq. (44), the means is given as n = J (2υ 2 + 1)
and the corresponding second moment, introduced in Eq. (27) , is given as
which leads us to calculate the variance, defined in Eq. (28), given as The mean and variance, obtained in Eqs. (45) and (46) respectively, have been plotted in Fig. (2) as a function of J for the same set of values of υ as in Fig. (1) . It is important to note from the plots in Fig. (2) , that the mean and the variance are directly proportional to the coherent state parameter J. Moreover, it is clear from the plots that for all values of the υ, mean is grater than the variance, i.e., n > (∆n) 2 , which indicates the sub-Poissonian nature of the weighting distribution for the system under discussion. Moreover, we can calculate Mandel parameter, introduced in Eq. (29) , which in the present case takes the form
It is straightforward to show that Q < 0 which indicates the sub-Poissonian nature of the weighting distribution for all values of υ except υ = 0 which recovers the Poissonian distribution of coherent states of linear oscillator. We now investigate the temporal characteristics of the GK coherent states, obtained in Eq. (38) . Using Eq. (34) into Eq. (23), we get the classical period and quantum revival time for the coherent states of PDEM nonlinear oscillator as
respectively. It is important to note that the classical period T cl is inversely proportional to mean excitation number n 0 and in turn to parameter J ( since n 0 is proportional to J as shown in Fig. (2) ). However, the quantum revival time is independent of n 0 as well as of J. Furthermore, we note that both, the classical period and the quantum revival time, have inverse proportion with nonlinearity parameter υ. These facts govern the structure of quantum revivals and fractional revivals which can be explored by the autocorrelation function, given as
where we have used Eqs. (32) and (38) in to general expression of autocorrelation function given in Eq. (24) . In order to investigate the structure of quantum revivals and fractional revivals, we plot squared modulus of the autocorrelation function | A(t) | 2 versus time τ = t/T rev for different values of coherent state parameters which are displayed in Figures (3) - (6) . It is obvious from these plots that the structure of fractional revivals becomes more evident as the mean excitation number n 0 increases (by increasing coherent state parameter J) for any fixed value of ν. In contrast, higher order fractional revivals become less apparent as the nonlinearity parameter ν increases for a fixed value of n 0 .
As discussed in the begining of this section, various choices of m(x) in Eq. (30) lead to different potentials. For instance another particular choice of m(x) = (1 + λx 2 ) −1 lead to Mathews-Lakshmanan-type oscillator [46, 47] which has been extensively studied in various contexts [38] [39] [40] [43] [44] [45] . The energy eigenvalues in this case have been obtained [43] as
where the parameterλ can either be positive or negative and forλ = 0 we recover the case of the standard linear harmonic oscillator with constant mass. The two casesλ < 0 andλ > 0 are rather different so they must be considered separately. It is important to note from Eq. (50) thatλ < 0 lead to the same energy spectrum as given in Eq. (32) and the coherent states in this case will have the same characteristics as discussed above. On the other hand, Eq. (50) lead to truncated spectrum forλ > 0 and the coherent states can only be constructed for very small values ofλ which have been discussed in [38] . 
where µ is the nonlinearity parameter. For the particular mass profile m(x) = e −µx 2 , µ > 0, the energy spectrum in dimensionless form is obtained [44] as E n = nµ 2 = e n . In this case the associated coherent states are given as
where ρ n = n!µ 2n with ρ 0 = 1 and the normalization constant N (J) = e Jµ −2 . It can easily be seen that the states obtained in Eq. (52) , satisfy the Klauder's minimal set of conditions that are required for any coherent state [10] . The radius of convergence for the pertaining system is given as R = lim n→∞ (n!µ 2n ) 1 n = ∞, which shows that the coherent states for the present case are defined on the entire complex plane. Moreover, the weighting distribution in this case turns out to be
with corresponding mean and variance related by n = J µ 2 and (∆n)
which is the characteristic of Poisson distribution. The time evolution of the coherent states (52) is given as
which shows that these coherent states are temporally stable and evolve in time with classical periodicity as in the case of linear harmonic oscillator.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have constructed coherent states for a class of nonlinear oscillators with position-dependent mass using Gazeau-Klauder formalism. Statistical properties and temporal characteristics of these constructed coherent states have been explored by means of Mendel parameter and autocorrelation function respectively. In particular we considered two kinds of nonlinear oscillator, one with linear and other with nonlinear energy spectrum with respect to quantum number. We found that the coherent states for position-dependent mass oscillators are temporally stable as long as the underlying energy spectrum is linear. Otherwise their time evolution exhibit quantum revivals and
